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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
United States agriculture has been characterized by rapid change for 
four decades. Foremost in a long list of alterations is a structural 
realignment of farm size. Large farms displacing thousands of small 
family farms is the result of this changing structure of American agri-
culture. A trend to ever larger and fewer farms has continued since the 
1930s. Farmers and policymakers alike have been asking an increasing 
number of questions regarding the structure of U.S. agriculture. These 
important questions regarding American farm structure include the following: 
(1) Is a smaller farm structure with a healthier rural economy 
to be socially preferred to continued rural migration to 
cities? 
(2) Does current government farm policy reflect adequate concern 
for small farm problems? 
(3) Can the small family farm survive? 
This project will address the last of these broad questions. 
Interest in small farm research has been rekindled and evidence of 
this resurgency of interest takes several forms. Most notably, Secretary 
of Agriculture Bob Bergland has initiated a national dialogue on the 
structure of U.S. agriculture. The discussion has focused on the concern 
that if current trends continue, agriculture may become a monolithic 
industry owned and controlled by an elite, landed gentry. The future of 
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small family farms has been a central issue of the dialogue. Secretary 
Bergland comments on the immediacy of the farm structure problem as 
follows: 
We must not let this chance escape us. If we want to maintain 
the diversity of American agriculture, if we want to protect a 
place for family farming in the fabric of rural society, if we 
want to promote an agricultural system that will use our 
natural resources wisely, then we must commit ourselves now to 
developing policies that will be in our long-run best interests 
[27, p. 1]. 
Further evidence of interest in small farms research is a project 
being undertaken by the National Rural Center (NRC). The NRC, in conjunc-
tion with the National Science Foundatio~ has outlined a major small 
farms research agenda. The agency recognizes both past and current re-
search shortcomings in developing important areas for investigating small 
farms. One of the current research gaps is that while many decry the 
demise of small farms, trends in the survival and prosperity of small-
scale farms are not well-documented. 
This study hopes to provide sound, well-documented information on 
what current economic and farm trends mean for the survival of the small 
family farm. In addition, this research addresses some of the issues at 
the center of the dialogue on farm structure. By so doing, this study 
may contribute some helpful answers to these important farm structure 
questions. 
Objectives 
The primary objective of this project is to determine whether small 
family farms can continue to be viable economic units in American 
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agriculture. "Small" is a relative measure--for the purposes of this 
research it will be a 160, 240, or 340 acre cash grain and livestock farm 
in north central Iowa. This may not seem small by some comparisons. 
This size range is, in fact, representative of many average, typical 
family farms found throughout the Cornbelt today. However, if historic 
trends are indicative of the future, and developing machine size and tech-
nology are widely used, these sizes of operation will be the "small" 
farms of the future. Since this study is concerned with whether or not 
the small farms of the future will be able to survive, the preceding 
definition of "small" has been adopted. 
Nikolitch's definition of a family farm will be adopted here: "The 
family farm is one for which the operator is a risk-taking manager, who 
with his family does most of the farm work and performs most of the 
managerial activities" [16, p. 249]. Many definitions of the small family 
farm center around annual sales. For the purposes of this study, an 
"acreage" classification is more useful for constructing a model of a 
representative farm firm because it allows for easily discernible changes 
in the model resources base while a sales approach does not. 
We might note that this study concentrates on a north central Iowa 
cash grain/hog farm. While the analysis cannot be perfectly applied to 
other types of farms, we might expect that if small family farms cannot 
survive with the advantages of Clarion-Webster soils then they probably 
face even more serious problems elsewhere. The methodology of this study 
might serve as a basis for analyzing the problems facing other types of 
small farms. 
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Specifically, the objectives of this study are directed toward 
answering the following questions: 
(1) What level of farm income may small farmers expect in the 
future under different economic conditions? 
(2) Can the small family farm survive by remaining small? 
{3) Will small farms become increasingly dependent upon off-farm 
income to maintain total income? 
{4) What government policies might be suggested to aid the 
problems of the small farmer? 
This study will point out the difficulty (or lack thereof) of 
maintaining farm income and give some indication of future reliance upon 
off-farm income sources. Host importantly, this research hopes to deter-
mine what levels of income the small family farm can expect in the future 
and whether or not this amount of income will be high enough to attract 
families to operate them. 
Rural communities are increasingly forced to ask the question: With 
the demise of small family farms, will the American rural socioeconomic 
infrastructure decline even further? An important dimension in answering 
this question is the future economic viability of small family farms 
themselves. This is the major objective of this study. To meet these 
objectives, the study begins by constructing a linear programming (LP) 
model farm. By means of this model, future small farm performance under 
various economic conditions may be analyzed. 
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Small Farms in United States Agriculture 
Examination of some current statistics on the size structure of 
United States agriculture is useful in placing the outlook of small farms 
in perspective. The restructuring of farm sizes in the United States has 
been a constant and even accelerating process. Evidence of the demise 
of small farms can be found in data concerning numbers of farms, farm 
income and market share. Table 1 illustrates how farms have become fewer 
in number and larger in average size. Total number of farms dropped 
from a high of 6.8 million in 1935 to 2.7 million in 1977. At the same 
time, average farm size rose from 155 acres to 393 acres. If one considers 
only commercial farms (i.e., farms with annual farm sales greater than 
$2,500), only 1.7 million farms existed in 1974 for an average size of 
534 acres. 
Iowa has been no exception to the rule of larger and fewer farms. 
As shown in Table 2, farm numbers peaked in 1935 at 222,000 with an aver-
age size of 261 acres. In north central Iowa, the 1977 average farm size 
was 265 acres [10]. 
Table 3 reveals the income situation facing small farmers. In 
keeping with the definition of small previously stated, it is useful to 
define small farms as those with $10,000 to $39,999 annual sales. These 
data illustrate the growing dependence of small farmers upon off-farm 
income sources. The small farm has maintained income levels by relying 
upon off-farm sources. In 1976, over half of all farms received off-farm 
income and the average farm collected nearly 60 percent of its total net 
income from off-farm sources [29]. 
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Table 1. Farms in the United States: number, total land, and average 
size, 1850-1977a 
Total Average 
Number of land size 
Year farms (1000 acres) (acres) 
1850 1,449,073 293,561 203 
1870 2,659,985 407,735 153 
1890 4,564,641 623,219 137 
1900 5,737,732 838,592 146 
1910 6,361,502 878,798 138 
1920 6,448,343 955,884 148 
1930 6,288,648 986' 771 157 
1935 6,812,350 1,054,515 155 
1940 6,096,799 1,060,852 174 
1945 5,859,169 1,141,615 195 
1950 5,382,162 1,158,566 215 
1954 4,782,416 1,158,192 242 
1960 3,962,520 1,175,646 297 
1965 3,356,170 1,139,597 340 
1970 2,954,200 1,102,769 373 
1975 2,808,480 1,086,025 387 
1977 2,752,080 1,081,293 393 
a Source: [23]. 
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Table 2, Iowa farms: number, total land, and average size, 1925-1977a 
Total Average 
Number land size 
Year of farms (1,000,000 acres) (acres) 
1925 213,000 33,3 156 
1930 215,000 34.0 158 
1935 222,000 34.4 155 
1940 213,000 34.1 160 
1945 209,000 34.5 165 
1950 206,000 34.8 169 
1955 195,000 34.9 179 
1960 183,000 34.7 190 
1965 158,000 34.6 219 
1970 145,000 34.4 237 
1971 143,000 34.4 241 
1972 141,000 34.3 243 
1973 139,000 34.3 247 
1974 138,000 34.3 249 
1975 136,000 34.2 251 
1976 133,000 34.2 257 
1977 131,000 34.2 261 
aSource: [8]. 
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The difference betw·een large and small farms becomes even more 
evident by comparing farm sales. Small farms (sales of $10,000-$39,999) 
control 27.0 percent of all the farm value of land and buildings and 
nearly 30.0 percent of machinery and equipment. The largest farms (sales of 
$200,000+) control only 16.7 percent of land and 12.9 percent of machinery 
and equipment (Table 4). Yet, small farms account for only 16.9 percent 
of all agricultural sales while the largest farms achieve 37.0 percent. 
Large farms number only 2 percent of all farms yet their market share is 
double that of the 27.0 percent of all farms in the small category. The 
two categories representing large and largest farms (i.e., farms with 
annual sales of $100,000+) number only 6.6 percent of all farms yet they 
control half of all agricultural sales (Table 5). Finally, the average 
total income for large farms is eight times that of small farms (Table 6). 
This information illustrates the growing dominance of the larger 
farm and the weakening influence of the small farm in American agriculture. 
This trend summarizes the transformation of farming in the United States 
over the last four decades. Small family farms form a smaller share of 
American farm sales than ever before. As farm numbers decline, it is the 
small farms which are disappearing. 
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CHAPTER II. REVIEh' OF LITERATPRE 
Survival of the Family Farm 
The family farm has survived the transformation of American 
agriculture just discussed. It has survived by adapting to a more capital-
intensive agricultural production pattern and by growing larger. In an 
environment of larger farms, the family-operated farm continues to play 
a dominant role in r.s. agricultural production. ~ikolitch concludes 
that "the record of continued proportions of family farms and their sales 
of farm products sufficiently refutes any notion that they have yet suf-
fered anv decline in economic importance" [ 16, p. 259]. 
Nikolitch cites several reasons for the economic resiliency of the 
family farm [16]. Competitive flexibility in altering production methods 
is one key element. The operator of a familv farm is a risk-taking man-
ager i:1k' is also the primary laborer. 1-Jhen adverse economic conditions 
develop, he may be willing to forego any compensation for his risk. If 
his equity is large enough, he may even forego both his labor and manage-
ment returns. The biological nature and spatial distribution of farms 
mav make a larger concentration of capital, management and labor more 
difficult in farming than ether industries. As a result, this smaller 
size has been adapted successfully to the managerial and working capaci-
ties of the familv farm [15]. :\ikolitch does foresee family farms be-
corning bigger. He leaves unansivered the question of ivhat sizes of farms 
will survive and which will not. 
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Heady perceives the small family farm issue as one of social choice. 
He points out that for nearly two hundred years "public policies for 
American agriculture have generally provided the impetus for growth in 
farm size" [6, p. 620]. The predominant force in the growth of larger 
farms is not corporations, but rather comes from "large family operations 
growing even larger." Policy alternatives for reversing this trend are 
available. The survival of small family farms, viewed in this manner, 
thus becomes the choice of rural communities and the public in general. 
Economic Theory 
Two areas of theoretical research are relevant to the study of small 
family farms: economies of scale and firm growth theory. 
Economics of scale 
Synthetic firm studies have been used to examine economies of scale 
in farming. Since the present study will be based on a synthetic firm, 
it is instructive to look at these studies. 
Jensen, in reviewing farm management literature, concludes that 
"most economies of size studies have shown that important economies do 
exist but that most of these are exhausted within the scope of the family 
farm operator" [11, p. 44]. Carter and Dean, in one of their pioneering 
works on economies of size [3], derived a long-run average cost (LRAC) 
curve from farm data in Yolo County, California. (A detailed discussion 
of the characteristic shape of agriculture's LRAC curve may be found in 
Carter and Dean [3].) They admitted that cost economies are one reason 
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for the trend toward consolidation and expansion in size of smaller 
farms. However, they found unit costs to be approximately constant over 
a wide range of total farm revenue sizes ($120,000-$400,000). This led 
them to conclude, "The analyses do not indicate a strong economic incen-
tive for expansion to extremely large sizes" [3, p. 277]. 
Madden reported similar findings in an exhaustive study of economies 
of size in various types of farms. He concluded that "in most of these 
studies, all of the economies of size could be obtained by modern and 
fully mechanized 1-man or 2-man farms" [14, p. 54]. VanArsdall and 
Elder researched the economies of size on Illinois cash grain and hog 
farms, farms very similar in nature to the synthetic firm in this study. 
They examined cost economies in hog farms over a range of 355 to 2,104 
acres and cash grain farms over a range of 574 to 3,937 acres. The 
authors concluded that, in either case, "Any size of farm considered in 
this study can compete effectively with the optimal two- or three-man 
units" [30, p. 53]. 
While economies of size studies all point towards efficient 
production possibilities in the framework of the family farm, these 
studies are not >vithout their faults. Raup singles out the chief short-
coming to be the static nature of the research. In addition, none of 
the economies of scale studies considered the after-tax position of 
owners which Raup considers "crucial to the analysis" of large farms [18]. 
He states that an important but unanswered question of farm size research 
is: 1..Jhat sizes and types of farms are likely to survive a variety of 
simulated shocks or crises? Raup contends that to fully understand 
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economies of size one must account for the dynamic growth of the farm 
firm as well as growth in management skills over time. 
The dynamic development over time of the LRAC planning curve in 
agriculture has gained recent attention from Seckler and Young. Their 
objective is to determine which economic survival theory correctly ex-
plains the LRAC curve and relate this result to the current controversy 
over water rights in California. Two theories exist to explain the typi-
cal "lazy L" agriculture LRAC curve \vhich many empirical studies have 
generated. The first survival theory (S 1 ), developed by Stigler [21], 
attributes increasing firm size to economies of size. Farms become 
large simply because of technical and cost advantages inherent in expanded 
operations. sl predicts the following disposition of farms: ''(a) com-
partively small differences in cost/revenue ratios (C/R) between farms 
of the same size, with comparatively large differences in C/R ratio be-
tween farms of different size; and (b) that the variations between farms 
of different sizes would have a systematic quality such that there would 
be an area of optimum size of farm, in which many farms are concentrated, 
and the smaller the farm the larger the C/R ratio" [20, p. 582]. Stated 
simply, s1 says that small farms are eventually doomed due to cost dis-
advantages in an environment of technological economies to scale. 
Seckler and Young offer a second survival theory (S 2) to explain 
agriculture's LRAC curve. s 2 assigns the cause of increasing farm size 
to different managerial abilities among farmers. In short, this theory 
says that at each size category of farms there exist both efficient 
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and inefficient manage'!'s, The effjdP'!'!t farmers; 'loTil1 wan-t to ~xpand 
their operations and probably can at the expense of the inefficient 
managers. The efficient managers tend to end up in the larger size 
categories while the inefficient managers who remain in the smaller 
sales category make up a progressively higher proportion of farmers in 
these categories. The net result is a "lazy L" which charts the migra-
tion of managerial ability over size categories. Specifically, s2 
predicts the following disposition of farms: "(a) that variations in 
C/R ratio between farms of the same size would be larger than variations 
in C/R ratio between farms of different sizes; and (b) consequently, 
there would be little clustering around a particular farm size, with 
no systematic variation in C/R ratio values across farm sizes" [20, 
p. 582]. In short, small farms may survive if managers are efficient. 
The authors advocate an s2 approach in the water rights controversy. 
Seckler and Young provide a novel framework for viewing farm size 
vs. efficiency. Traditional theories of economies of size have led 
most to associate efficiency with large farm size. A valid alternative 
to this hypothesis is that farms become large because the managers are 
efficient. Society may not be worse off in terms of allocative efficiency 
if small family farms survive. Ball and Heady [1] argue that 
with only 5 percent of all labor and 6 percent of all nonland capital 
in the agricultural sector, the nation's standard of living is not 
dependent upon the last degree of efficiency in agricultural production. 
Firm growth theory 
Another response to the static nature of traditional economies of 
size farm research has been the development of firm growth models. 
Loftsgard and Heady provided early research on multiperiod linear pro-
gramming [13]. They developed an application of dynamic linear program-
ming which solved for optimum farm family business plans over a period 
of years. Further work by others introduced intertemporal investment 
and capital flow decisions into multiperiod analysis. Boehlje and 
White [2] constructed a dynamic model which examined investment in a 
central Indiana corn/hog farm over time. Their results proved con-
sistent with the trend of capital for labor substitution as well as 
"the current trend in midwestern agriculture towards specialization" 
[2, p. 560]. These authors, as well as others, indicate that one of 
the major limitations of multiperiod linear programming formulation of 
firmgrowth is the difficulty of incorporating elements of risk and 
uncertainty into the analysis. 
Technology and Agriculture 
Technology is one dimension of the changing size structure of 
American agriculture that has received sizable consideration in economic 
thought. The 1950s and 1960s witnessed tremendous increases in the use 
of capital on American farms. Large farms proved to be the major bene-
ficiaries of the technology which induced these increases in capital 
inputs. Big farms not only possessed more initial capital with which to 
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favorable position to take on the risk of new technology. Additionally, 
large farms had a greater land base with which to fully utilize the new 
capital intensive techniques. Consequently, large farmers became early 
adopters of new technology and reaped profits before the market expan-
sion effect reduced profit incentives and margins. 
Small farms, on the other hand, were left behind. They held less 
land on which to apply the new techniques. They possessed little equity 
capital with which to acquire additional debt capital. Small farmers 
tended to have less information on new production techniques. Finally, 
small farmers tended to be more risk averse than large farmers and much 
less willing to go into debt. Consequently, a main result of the tech-
nology explosion in agriculture has been the purchase of small farms by 
larger farms. 
Input Price Impacts 
Although technology has created larger farms, it has not removed the 
problems of farm operators. As farms expanded in size, they tended toward 
a higher degree of specialization. With relatively constant commodity 
prices and generally rising costs of production farmers "found themselves 
requiring more equipment and then more land to stay ahead of narrowing 
profit margins, inflation and competitive pressures" [29, p. 3]. The 
increased dependence upon purchased inputs has been dramatic. From 1954 
to 1974 use of purchased inputs rose by 45 percent while use of nonpur-
chased (farm-produced) inputs declined by more than 30 percent [29]. 
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In addition, farmers have become more reliant upon agricultural services 
from technical and financial areas. 
From the end of World War II to 1973, farm commodity prices remained 
relatively steady while the prices of farm inputs increased. Consequentl~ 
farmers increasingly found themselves in a cost/price squeeze. As profit 
margins narrowed, farmers expanded the acreage under their control in 
attempting to maintain income. This is a contributing factor in the 
trend to larger farms. 
A cost/price squeeze normally corresponds to the down side of a 
business cycle. For agriculture, this down side, cost/price squeeze per-
sisted for several years prior to 1973. A major unanswered question left 
to researchers is the ability of all sizes of U.S. farms to withstand 
possible future adverse economic conditions. This study will address 
the future of small family farms under cost/price squeeze conditions. 
Government Policy 
Several analyses reveal that, intentionally or not, large farms 
have thrived on U.S. farm policy at the expense of small farms. The 
government did maintain policies in the past which were specificially 
intended to aid small family farms: the Resettlement Administration, 
Farm Security Administration and Farmers Home Administration. Other 
programs such as minimum wage legislation and government commodity pay-
ment limitations discouraged large farms. Quance and Tweeten emphasize 
that, ironically, such policies "were completely overshadowed by the 
policies that were designed to help the family farm but in an unintended 
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manner encouraged lm::~::,e fams .. Il7, p • .36]. These overshadowing policies 
were the commodity price support programs. 
Numerous authors have demonstrated the relationship of government 
payments to farm size. Because support price payments were distributed 
on a grain volume basis, farms with the largest quantity of grain 
received the most aid. Commodity program benefits thus tended to be 
allocated in direct proportion to income. Large farms benefitted 
greatly while small farms shared proportionately less. Besides the 
direct income distribution problem, other indirect affects of these 
programs became apparent. 
Quance and Tweeten clarify some noticeable impacts of U.S. govern-
government farm policy ll7J. They argue that commodity programs have 
encouraged large farms by: 
(1) Aiding the development and adoption of new labor-saving 
technology, thus exacerbating the trends toward large 
farms; 
(2) Capitalizing program benefits into higher land values 
thereby increasing the wealth of large land owners; 
(3) Hindering the small, landless farmer by placing him in 
a comparative disadvantage with large farms in com-
peting for higher valued land. 
The effect of commodity price support programs has been an ever-increasing 
growth of large farms. 
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Whether or not government payment policy is an adequate redistribution 
scheme in U.S. agriculture is an important question in the current dia-
logue on farm structure. This study does not address this issue. How 
tax policy and government payments impact farm structure is discussed by 
a number of authors in a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) publica-
tion [27]. 
Ball and Heady add further basis to the contention that government 
policy benefitted large farms. They say that while U.S. farm policy has 
long focused on family operation and control of farms it has not been a 
"small farm" policy [1]. United States agriculture is still dominated 
by family farms but the size of such farms has grown tremendously. Public 
funding of agricultural research, ,.,hich induced the size adjustments 
discussed earlier, encouraged the growth of larger, capital-intensive 
family farm units. Ball and Heady further show that public credit supply 
mechanisms, such as the Farm Credit Administration, favor farmers who 
already have the most equity, i.e., large farmers. 
Finally, Kaldor elucidates the argument that commodity programs have 
aided neither small farms nor the rural nonfarm poor. Small farmers 
receive little help because benefits accrue in direct proportion to volume 
of output. Commodity programs are unable to appreciably benefit incomes 
of nonfarm rural poor. This impact depends upon "a trickle down mechan-
ism and the linkages between this mechanism and many of the rural non-
farm poor are tenuous at best" [12, p. 154]. 
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The historical pattern of government farm benefits gives every 
indication of remaining unchanged. Table 7 clearly illustrates this. 
In 1974, the largest farms (which account for only 2.1 percent of all 
farms) received 16.6 percent of all government payments with an average 
payment of $6,646. Small farms (which account for 27.3 percent of all 
farms) received 31.6 percent of all government payments but with an 
average payment of only $1,220. Finally, a higher proportion of large 
farmers receive government payments than do small farmers. 
Sociological Aspects 
The demise of many small family farms brought with it the weakening 
economic vigor of several rural communities. Fewer small farms meant a 
lower farm population, less total farm income, and less demand for 
purchases in rural communities. The growing size of American farms 
calls into question not only the ability of small family farms to 
survive but also the future economic viability of many rural communities. 
Raup argues that small family farms embody three functional beliefs 
on which American society founded itself: self-governing democracy, 
freedom of occupational choice, and competitive economic markets [19]. 
Citing production efficiency which can be achieved on a moderately-
sized family farm, Raup concludes that the question of farm 
size is largely irrelevant on agro-technical grounds while "highly 
relevant on social, political, and in the broadest sense, cultural 
grounds" [19, p. 16]. 
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A study by Heady and Sonka [7] determined that total U.S. rural 
income is indeed higher under a scenario of all small farms as opposed 
to typical or large farms. They concluded that an agricultural produc-
tion system in the United States composed of all small farms would have 
the following results: increased prices for farm output, increased re-
turns to cropland, a higher total farming sector income, and increased 
economic activity in rural communities. However, this scenario would 
also increase consumer expenditures for food and lower average net farm 
income. 
Finally, the question of farm size is important to the interests 
of society in terms of agriculture's response to adverse economic con-
ditions. Large farms are more susceptible to precipitous declines in 
production under adverse economic conditions. Hence, U.S. agricultural 
output may be more stable under a size structure of small farms. Society 
must decide whether control of U.S. agriculture by a relatively small 
number of farmers is in its best interest. The loss in economic resili-
ency of operating units may exceed the gain in allocative efficiency. 
For those interested in a further discussion of the economics of 
farm size and U.S. farm structure, other sources might be consulted. 
A treatment of legal and pecuniary economies of size may be found in a 
recent USDA publication [27]. Heady [5] discusses the impacts of govern-
ment policy, technological change and returns to land on farm size in 
the United States. 
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CHAPTER III. ECONOMIC MODEL 
General Framework 
The model farm selected is a cash grain/hog farm in north central 
Iowa of size 160, 240, or 320 acres. The family living on this farm con-
sists of the operator, his wife and two school-age children. 
A dynamic linear programming (LP) framework (or sometimes referred 
to as multiperiod LP) is chosen to model the small family farm. \Vhile 
other models (such as simulation or recursive linear programming) might 
be used, multiperiod linear programming offers several advantages. 
These are the following: 
(1) It provides an optimized solution for allocating farm resources 
over an entire planning horizon; 
(2) It is easily altered to reflect exogenous shifts in prices 
or resource base; and 
(3) It closely patterns the constrained optimization decisions 
facing the small family farmer. 
Some disadvantages accompany the use of multiperiod LP. Cost and 
prices in the model are single-valued expectations held with certainty. 
A crucial assumption behind cost estimates is a projected 7 percent rate 
of i~flation. Moderate deviations in this factor alone will alter re-
sults significantly. Finally, the model cannot reflect all the risk 
which faces the small family farm. 
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The strengths listed above provide compelling reasons for using dynamic 
linear programming. Of primary importance to the small family farm is 
what future courses of action to take to maintain a profitable 
business. A multi-period LP model provides direct and useful 
guidance on this issue. 
Three alternatives of a basic rnultiperiod LP model are used to 
portray different combinations of financial and economic conditions 
facing small family farms. Each of these model alternatives uses the 
same basic model structure. Hence, when reference is made to "the 
model," this relates to the basic LP construction common to all three 
model alternatives. The three model alternatives are distinguished 
as follows: 
Alternative I: a 75 percent equity operation with limited off-
farm employment options and investment opportunities 
in swine facilities only; 
Alternative II: a 25 percent equity operation with many off-farm 
employment options and investment opportunities 
in swine facilities only; and 
Alternative III: a 50/50 crop share lease tenant farmer with 
50 percent equity in equipment, a wide choice 
of off-farm employment options and expansion 
opportunities in both land and swine facilities. 
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Al~ernative I portrays the financial position of a well-established 
farmer. This operator is likely in his fifties and beginning to look 
toward retirement. Alternative II models the financial conditions facing 
a young, beginning farmer. This operator is concerned with his short-
term ability to handle debt and the long-term growth of the farm firm. 
Finally, a tenant farm is represented in Alternative III. This farmer 
may be a beginning operator or may hold part-time employment in another 
job. 
It will be useful to remember that these three alternatives are in 
fact variations of the same basic LP model. In order to model a number 
of farm conditions, each alternative is combined with three acreage sizes 
(160, 240, 320) and two farm price levels (listed in Table 15) in order 
to create different small farm situations. These numerous farm situa-
tions are outlined below in Table 8. Each farm situation models a 
particular set of economic and financial conditions facing a small farm. 
The small family farm must be operated like any other business: 
through planning. Both short-run and long-run objectives will enter 
into the planning process. Because many small family farms are operated 
by young or beginning farmers, the importance of a long-run planning 
horizon cannot be overemphasized. This study incorporates a five-year 
time horizon in order to model such economic behavior. 
The planning horizon in the model is the five-year period, 1980-
1984. The multiperiod LP matrix consists of five major, interrelated 
blocks, each corresponding to one year of the planning horizon. Each 
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block in the matrix follows an analogous construction. A final sixth 
block completes the matrix. This sixth block is a 25-year-in-1 period. 
This block forces repayment of all debts contracted during the first five 
years. No new borrowing may occur in this sixth period. All model 
analysis will focus upon the period 1980-1984 and this final period will 
largely be ignored. 
Table 8. Farm situations analyzed 
Model Alternative Farm Price 
Situation Level Acreage 
Alternative I: High Equity Farm 1 Pl 160 
2 P2 160 
3 Pl 240 
4 P2 240 
Alternative II: Low Equity Farm 5 Pl 160 
6 P2 160 
7 Pl 240 
8 P2 240 
9 Pl 320 
10 P2 320 
Alternative III: Tenant Farm 11 Pl 160 
12 P2 160 
13 Pl 240 
14 P2 240 
15 Pl 320 
16 P2 320 
The model contains 717 activities and 394 rows. Each of the first 
five years is a block consisting of 122 activities by 68 rows. The 
activities in each period may be divided into the following sectors: 
crop production, swine production, investment, labor, and transfer. 
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Restraints may be partitioned into three basic categories: land, labor 
and capital. Further elaboration of activities and restraints follows 
in a later section. 
Any multiperiod model must address the issue of time preference. 
In this study, discounting future cash flow by an appropriate discount 
rate reflects the time value of money. A discount rate of 8 percent was 
chosen since this corresponds to the long-run interest rate in the model. 
All costs and returns which enter into the objective function are dis-
1 
counted by the factor, (l.08) t, where t = 0, ••• , 4. Costs and returns 
are not discounted when they enter into the cash constraint row within 
a given period. This allows the model to reflect growing cash expense 
requirements over time because of inflation. 
Inflation poses another important dimension of a dynamic LP model. 
Rising costs have become an economic fact of life in the United States. 
The impact of inflation upon small farmers is a key issue. For this 
study, a constant inflation rate of 7 percent is assumed. This rate is 
deemed appropriate against the background of current government policy 
objectives. Considering the current performance of the economy, this 
estimate of 7 percent is conservative. Costs increase from 1980 through 
1984 at a compound rate of 7 percent. Commodity prices are assumed to 
remain constant at an average level over the five-year period. Using 
two different price levels allows us to consider the plight of the small 
family farm under varying degrees of a cost/price squeeze. Prices and 
costs in the model are explained in a later section. 
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Hathematical Specification 
The following equations specify the model: 
Haximize: Discounted Net Returns 
m n p q 
4 EA. X. + E F. Y. + E Gk Zk - C - E [R. +P. ] - T(NI)t 
"-1 ]t ]t J"=l ]t ]t k=l t t t i=l 1t 1t (1) NR = E ~J--=-------~-~~-------=~---------------=-=-----------------
t= 0 (1 + r) t 
(present value of stream of 
net returns) 
(sum of discounted annual net cash flow) 
subject to: Crop Production Capacity 
m 
( 2) E 
j=l 
a . X. < L C]t Jt ct 
(resource utilization) 
for all c 1' ... ' u 
(resource availability) 
subject to: Swine Production Capacity 
n 
(3) E 
j=l 
f . Y. < B SJt ]t - st 
(resource utilization) 
subject to: Labor Capacity 
m n 
(4) E ~. X. + E m. Y. 
j=l J t J t j=l J t J t 
(labor utilization) 
for all s 1, . . . • v 
(resource availability) 
p 
+ E ~z <E +O 
k=l t kt - to t 
(labor availability) 
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subject to: Investment Capacity 
(on-farm investment) 
where: Liquid Capital Availability 
q 
(G) Mbt = Mto + E Nit+ (CF)t 
i=l 
(available liquid capital) 
(available liquid (cash at year (total new (net cash flow) 
capital) beginning) borrowing) 
where: Annual Net Cash Flow 
m n p q 
(7) (CF)t = E Ajtxjt + E Fjtyjt + E Gktzkt - ct - E [Rit+Dit]-T(NI)t j=l j=l k=l i=l 
(annual net cash flow) (sum annual net returns) 
subject to: Borrowing Capacity 
(8) N. t < d. (AT) l 1 - 1 t- for all i = 1, •.. , q 
(new borrowing) (proportion of assets) 
subject to: Debt Repayment 
(annual debt service due) (interest and principal paid) 
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subject to: Consumption Requirements 
(10) c = c 
t r 
(consumption allowance) (consumption required) 
subject to: Income Transfer 
(cash transfer to 
t+l period) 
(cash at year 
beginning) 
subject to: Nonnegativity Condition 
Subscripts: 
t = the period of time, t = 0, .•• , 4; 
j the production activity, j = 1, •.. , z; 
k the labor activity, k = 1, .•. , z; 
i the borrowing activity, i = 1, .•. , q; 
(annual net 
cash flow) 
c =the crop production physical resource, c = 1, ••• , u; 
s =the swine production physical resource, s = 1, •.. , v; 
o = resource level at beginning of year; 
b the investment activity, b = 1, ••. , s. 
Coefficients: 
Ajt the annual return above total cost of one unit of activity 
j in period t; 
the annual return above variable cost of one unit of 
activity j in period t; 
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the annual return of one unit of activity k in period t; 
income tax schedule; 
a . 
C]t annual utilization of resource c in one unit of activity 
j in period t; 
f . 
S]t annual utilization of resource s in one unit of activity 
j in period t; 
~. annual labor utilized in crop production activity j in ]t 
period t; 
mjt annual labor utilized in swine production activity j in 
period t; 
nkt = annual labor utilized in off-farm job k in period t; 
gbt capital requirement for investment b in period t; 
di proportion of assets that can be borrowed for borrowing 
activity i; 
pi the annual debt constant for borrowing activity i. 
Decision Variables: 
xjt the level of crop production activity j in period t; 
yjt the level of swine production activity j in period t; 
zkt the level of off-farm employment activity k in period t· ' 
vbt the level of farm investment activity b in period t; 
Nit the dollar amount of new borrowing of type i in period t· 
' 
Dit 
(TR) 
t 
the dollar amount of debt service on borrowing type i in 
period t; 
the dollar amount of net revenue transferred to period t+l. 
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State Variables: 
NR the present value of the stream of net returns; 
Rit the annual interest payable for borrowing activity i in 
period t; 
P. the annual principal payment for borrowing activity i in lt 
period t; 
net taxable income in period t; 
annual family consumption requirements in period t; 
the physical amount of resource c available for crop 
production activities in period t; 
B the physical amount of resource s available for swine 
st 
~t 
M to 
production activities in period t; 
family labor available in period t; 
hired labor available in period t; 
available liquid capital in period t; 
beginning cash amount in period t; 
annual net cash flow in period t; 
dollar amount of all physical assets controlled in 
period t. 
The objective function maximizes the present value of the annual 
net return stream. Equation (1) specifies that the present value of 
net returns is the sum of discounted annual net cash flow over the 
model's planning horizon. Net cash flow includes net returns from crop 
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production, swine production, and off-farm labor income less consumption, 
debt payments, and income taxes (equation (7)). 
Physical and institutional constraints on the model are expressed in 
equations (2), (3), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10), and (11). Equations (2) 
and (3) state the farm's physical capacity to produce crops and hogs in 
any given period. Labor allocation between on- and off-farm employment 
is constrained by equation (4). Capital investment is restrained by the 
availability of liquid capital (equation (5)). As expressed in equation 
(6), liquid capital may be obtained from beginning of period cash balances, 
new borrowing, or annual net cash flow. 
New borrowing in any period is limited by the dollar size of assets 
in the previous period (equation (8)). The proportion of assets which 
may be borrowed differs by type of loan. Equation (9) requires repay-
ment of interest and principal on all outstanding debt. Family con-
sumption requirements must be met in each period by equation (10). 
Equation (11) allows excess cash at year's end to be transferred to the 
next period. Finally, equation (1) expressed the standard linear 
programming nonnegativity condition. 
Model Activities 
The activities contained in a one year block of the model may be 
divided into five sectors: crop production, swine production, investment, 
labor, and transfer. 
Crop production activities 
Five crop rotations are available to the farm operator: 
(1) Continuous Corn, (CC): 
(2) Corn- Soybeans, (C-Sb); 
(3) Corn- Corn- Soybeans, (C-C-Sb); 
(4) Corn-Soybeans- Corn- Oats- Meadow, (C-Sb-C-0-M); 
(5) Corn- Soybeans- Oats- Meadow, (C-Sb-0-M). 
These rotations represent the most typical cropping patterns found in 
north central Iowa. Yield and fertilizer assumptions for these rotations 
are discussed later in this chapter. All crops are sold in the year of 
harvest. Corn may be either sold as grain or fed to hogs. All other 
crops must be sold although only a limited market for hay exists. The 
model provides two h~rvest alternatives for all crops: custom or self 
harvest. 
Swine production activities 
Swine production activities are organized on a quarterly basis. 
The farmer may produce hogs to either feeder size or finished market weight 
(220 lbs.). Feeder pigs may be purchased to finish out or a total farrow-
to-finish system may be employed. The hog production alternatives may 
be summarized as follows: 
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Farrow-to-Finish: 
Pasture (March and September only); 
Partial confinement; 
Total confinement; 
Farrow-to-Feeder: 
Total confinement; 
Feeder-to-Finish: 
Partial confinement; 
Total confinement. 
Initial livestock resource endowments and costs will be discussed later 
in this chapter. 
Investment activities 
Investment activities allow the farm operator to increase physical 
production capacity. The investment opportunities open to the farmer 
vary under the different model alternatives. Alternative I and Alterna-
tive II farms (the two owned farm situations) may only expand into 
additional hog facilities. No land investment option was given so that 
income levels for the three sizes of small owner-operated farms could be 
determined. Hog expansion alternatives are the following: 
(1) breeding stock; 
(2) pasture farrow house; 
(3) partial confinement farrow-to-finish facility; 
(4) total confinement farrow-to-finish facility; 
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(5) open front finish facility; 
(6) total confinement finish facility; 
(7) total confinement farrow facility. 
The model may choose among these options to allow for a labor-intensive 
or a capital-intensive technology, or a mixture of both alternatives in 
expanding hog operations. 
The tenant farmer (Alternative III) may, in addition to the above 
investment alternatives, expand in land. Acreage may be increased 
through either (1) renting up to 40 additional acres in any year or 
(2) purchasing up to 40 more acres in any year. The purchased land 
returns all production revenues to the tenant operator. The tenant 
farmer is given an opportunity to acquire additional land so that he 
may increase his equity to the levels of owner-operated farms over time 
if he desires. 
In each of the three model alternatives, the capital needed for 
investment may be obtained from three sources: annual net cash flow, 
beginning of period cash balances, or new borrowing. The amount which 
may be borrowed is a constant proportion of the dollar level of assets 
in the preceding period. This proportionality constant for swine 
facility borrowing is 0.75. Loans for swine facilities require 8.5 
percent interest and repayment over five years. Land secured mortgages 
(for the tenant farmer) charge 8.0 percent interest over a 25 year 
repayment period. Finally, operating capital for production expenses 
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may be borrm.;ed for a one-year period at 9.0 percent interest. All loans 
begin repayment in the year follo\Ving issuance. 
Labor activities 
The models contain activities for both hiring additional labor and 
employing family labor off the farm. Labor may be hired for farm work in 
each of the 12 months in the year, but the amount of additional labor is 
bounded by 80 hours per month during the winter months of November through 
March. During these months the supply of hired labor is assumed to be 
less because of the large number of young workers in school. 
The off-farm employment activities depend upon the specific model 
alternative in question (Table 9). These estimates represent a best guess 
of expected off-farm labor opportunities in 1980. Two publications, 
Iowa Labor Market [9] and Iowa Agricultural Statistics [8], were consulted 
in forming these estimates. The wife's $120 a week part-time job corre-
sponds to clerical work for 20 hours a week at $6 per hour. A business-
office position pays an annual salary of $13,000 for the wife. The 
husband's $7 per hour part-time job reflects expected pay in an industrial-
factory job. The $17,500 annual salary is for a year-round sales or 
business position. 
Salaries and pay are assumed to keep up with inflation. Thus, 
off-farm income may grow at an annual rate of 7 percent. The off-farm 
opportunities for the operator in 1984 would be a $22,939 full-time or 
a $9.18 per hour part-time job. Off-farm prospects for the wife in 1984 
would be a $157 per week part-time or a $17,040 per year full-time job. 
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Transfer activities 
Activities are included in the model which allow capital to move 
between periods. Cash flow is organized on a quarterly basis within each 
year. Four cash transfer activities move cash from quarter one to quarter 
two and similarly up through quarter four to quarter one of the next year. 
Additional activities transfer the dollar value of assets and net worth 
from one year to the next. 
Model Restraints 
The three basic resource restraint categories are land, labor and 
capital. 
Land 
Worth County is chosen as a representative location for the north 
central Iowa farm. The land composition assumes the following soil types: 
Clarion loam, 2-5% slope 
Nicollet loam, 0-2% slope 
Webster silty clay loam, 0-2% slope 
Canisteo silty clay loam, 0-2% slope 
30% 
30~~ 
20% 
20% 
Crop yields for each soil type were obtained from the Soil Survey of 
Worth County [26]. These yields were multiplied by the percentage weights 
listed above to give expected yields on the composite soil. The yields 
in all three model alternatives are the same (Table 10). 
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Table 10. Crop yields in the model 
Yield 
Crop (bushels per acre) 
Corn 
cc 110.0 
C-Sb 117.0 
C-C-Sb 115.0 
C-Sb-0-M 122.0 
C-Sb-C-0-M 120.0 
Soybeans 41.5 
Oats 87.5 
Alfalfa 4.5 (tons per acre) 
To maintain soil quality and produce the above yields, the 
fertilizer rates expressed in Table 11 are assumed in the model. 
Table 11. Fertilizer rates in the model 
Fertilizer Application (lbs per acre) 
Crop Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 
Corn (after corn) 170 60 60 
Corn (after soybeans) 120 60 60 
Corn (after hay) 75 60 60 
Soybeans 0 60 60 
Oats 0 60 60 
Hay 0 0 0 
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Labor 
The total farm supply of labor consists of2,880annual operator 
hours and 50 weeks of the wife's labor. The operator has 240 hours 
monthly which he may allocate between on- and off-farm uses. The wife 
may also choose to work on or off the farm. If she works on-farm, each 
week of her labor adds 30 hours to the farm labor supply. The models 
do not make allowance for household production. Hence, off-farm work 
for the wife is implicitly encouraged except when the labor hiring 
activity is constrained. Farm labor may be augmented through hired 
labor as discussed earlier. 
Capital 
Cash use and availability are organized on a quarterly basis. The 
transfer activities outlined above allow cash to be moved from one 
quarter to the next. A first year beginning cash balance is allotted in 
each model alternative: $10,000 for Alternative I, $2,500 for Alternative 
II, and $5,000 for Alternative III. Cash balances for all other periods 
in the models must be generated internally. Additional capital to cover 
operating expenses or family consumption may be borrowed in any quarter. 
Any excess cash in a quarter may be used for investment. 
Debt servicing in each period depends upon the model alternative. 
The debt payment assumptions are listed in Table 12. These figures repre-
sent the repayment of the debt portion of assets controlled by the farm. 
For Alternatives I and II, $480,000 of assets (land + equipment) are 
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assumed at the start. Assets of $120,00 (equipment only) are assumed 
in Alternative III. 
Table 12. Annual debt service for a 240-acre farm 
Annual Debt Service 
Intermediate Term Long Term 
Alternative I 0 $10,000 
Alternative II $22,842 $33,732 
Alternative III $15,228 $10,000 
Consumption drains on cash balances are given in Table 13. These 
figures estimate the annual living expenses for a farm family of four. 
Consumption is expected to keep up with the rate of inflation. Estimates 
were obtained by consulting Bureau of Labor Statistics data [28]. No 
rural budgets were available so the 1977 budgets for nonmetropolitan 
families (cities of 2,500-50,000 population) were used. A middle class 
standard of living was asslll!led. The 1977 budget for nonmetropolitan 
families \'llas adjusted for 7 percent inflation to give the 1980 consumption 
estimates in Table 14. 
The family budget costs in Table 14 are for a hypothetical list of 
goods and services which portray a middle class standard of living. The 
family is assumed to have average inventories of clothing, house furnish-
ings, major durables, and other equipment consistent with this standard 
of living. Housing costs include ownership costs as well as house fur-
nishings. Food costs include food consumed both at and away from home. 
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Social security tax is included in the budget while income tax is not. 
(The models have separate income tax paying activities.) 
Subsumed in the model is a standard machinery complement for a small 
north central lmva farm. Fixed costs for maintaining this equipment 
(including depreciation and repairs) are included in production costs. 
The farm is given an initial endowment of 20 sows and facilities to allow 
pasture farrow-to-finish operations. Any additional hog facilities must 
be purchased via investment activities. 
Table 13 . Annual family consumption, 1980-1984 
Year Consumption 
1980 $18,000 
1981 $19,260 
1982 $20,608 
1983 $22,051 
1984 $23,594 
Table 14. Family consumption pattern in 1980 
Category Dollars spent 
Food 
Housing 
Transportation 
Clothing 
Personal care 
Medical care 
Other consumption 
Other items 
Total personal consumption 
Social Security Tax 
Total household budget 
$ 4,783 
4,925 
1,809 
1,621 
518 
1,031 
1,137 
1,186 
17,010 
990 
18,000 
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Data Sources 
The model data were obtained from several sources. The crop and 
swine production budgets were acquired from the 1976 FEDS (Firm Enter-
prise Data System) budget generator installed on the Iowa State University 
computer system. The data in these budgets are maintained by the ESCS 
division of the USDA in cooperation with Oklahoma State University. 
Budgets for north central Iowa were used. Since these budgets represent 
areawide averages over many farms, an additional data source was con-
sulted to make the budgets appropriate for one farm. This secondary 
source of product ion data ,.,as the 1976 Iowa Farm Business Association 
records for north central Iowa. Cost budgets were projected through 1984 
by assuming a 7 percent annual inflation rate. Investment costs for swine 
facilities were obtained from the USDA [25]. These costs were also 
assumed to rise at an annual rate of 7 percent. A more thorough descrip-
tion of cost budgets may be found in the Appendix. 
Two sets of constant commodity prices are used in the model. These 
two levels represent a best guess as to what farm prices to expect and 
an optimistically higher set of prices. Commodity prices were determined 
by examinins farm prices over the period 1960-1972. The average parity 
price for corn over thisperiod was established at 75 percent. Using 
this percentage and the current parity price of corn, the corn price Has 
set at $2.92. Next, the 1960-1972 average ratios of crop and hog prices 
to the price of corn were computed. These ratios were used, along withthe 
base price of corn (2.92), to peg the relative prices of other crops 
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and hogs to the price of corn. This process resulted in price level one 
(Pl). An analogous method produced price level two (P2) by assuming a 
90 percent parity price for corn of $3.50. Pl and P2 are listed below 
in Table 15. 
Table 15. Commodity prices in the model 
Crop Pl P2 
Corn (bushel) $ 2.92 $ 3.50 
Soybeans (bushel) 6.86 8.23 
Oats (bushel) 1. 75 2.10 
Hay (ton) 49.64 59.57 
Feeder pigs (head) 40.00 48.00 
Finished hogs (cwt.) 46.75 56.10 
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In discussing the income results we analyze two economic issues: 
(1) the relative strength of the different farm ownership levels as ex-
pressed in the three basic model alternatives and (2) the effects of 
farm size and prices on small farm income. By addressing these two ques-
tions we define the types of problems which face the small family farm 
and the relative magnitude of these problems. While considering the in-
come figures we shall also consider the resource allocation decisions 
which underlie farm incomes. 
Projected Incomes 
Farm gross income consists of crop sales plus hog sales. Nonfarm 
income includes earnings from off-farm employment by the operator and 
wife. Total gross income is the sum of farm and nonfarm income. Sub-
tracting farm production expenses, income taxes and interest expense from 
total gross income leaves net income from all sources. Net farm income 
is defined as net income from all sources less nonfarm income. These 
two income measures (net income from all sources and net farm income) will 
play major roles in analyzing small farm financial conditions. In addi-
tion to these net income measures, two cash flow concepts will be of use. 
Net cash flow is obtained by subtracting the principal component of 
annual debt service and family consumption from net income from all sources. 
Finally, net farm income less the principle component of annual debt ser-
vice and family consumption equals net farm cash flow. 
so 
\\!bat do each of these measures mean for the farm firm? Net income 
is an estimate of the annual amount of cash which is available for either 
consumption or reinvestment by the farm firm. Net farm income measures 
the amount of reinvestment cash which is generated solely by farm produc-
tion. Net income from all sources is a less restrictive measure which 
allows reinvestment cash to come from either farm production or off-farm 
earnings. For small family farms to survive, they must be able to gener-
ate a positive net income in order to attract families to live and work 
on them. A positive net income from all sources means that the farm 
family can expect to earn positive returns but only with supplemental off-
farm earnings. The small family farm may exist as a self-sufficient 
operation if a positive net farm income may be generated. 
The net cash flow figures assess the ability of the farm firm to 
meet its cash obligations. Net farm cash flow expresses the farm's cash 
flow situation when only farm income is considered. Net cash flow is 
less restrictive and looks at the cash flow position with both farm and 
nonfarm income included. Whenever either of these measures is negative 
this implies that the farm firm must borrow to meet its cash 
outflows. Under these circumstances the small family farm can survive 
only if sufficient cash may be borrowed to cover shortfalls while 
expected future income is large enough to guarantee loan repayment. 
Before discussing projected incomes, one segment of the model 
construction which impinges upon the results requires clarification. 
Annual debt service for initial levels of debt in the three models is 
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handled as a fixed bound on a separate set of borrowing activities in 
year one. These activities allow for the separation of annual debt ser-
vice into interest for tax credit and principal for equity accumulation. 
Because debt repayment for all borrowing begins in the year following 
issue, initial debt repayment begins in year two (1981). Hence, net 
income for 1980 in all farm situations is overstated. 1981 net income 
may be overstated to a limited extent through possible carryover of 
1980 profits. Nonetheless, net income in 1984 and the period 1982-84 
should be correctly stated. (A slight upward bias may exist if 1980 
profits are invested in additional assets.) For the reasons stated 
above, analysis of income levels will focus upon 1984. (The 1982-84 an-
nual average income will also be presented to provide a broader measure.) 
This emphasis should be appropriate given that the objectives of this 
study pertain most particularly to farm performance in 1984. 
High equity small farms 
Not surprisingly, the well-established, high equity farm enjoys the 
strongest income position of all small family farms. As indicated by 
the figures in Table 16, the high equity small farm generates large net 
income from all sources in 1984; ranging from $24,370 on 160 acres with aver-
age farm prices to more than $48,000 on 240 acres and high commodityprices. 
Even when we consider net farm income, the well-established farm exhibits 
a great deal of financial strength; posting positive net farm incomes of 
$11,854 on 160 acres and average farm prices to $35,858 on 240 acres with 
high prices. The small family farm which possesses a high degree of 
equity clearly may survive as a self-sufficient farm firm. 
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The income strength of high equity farms is borne out by the net 
cash flow figures listed in Table 17. Only on 160 acres combined with 
average farm prices does the operator experience any cash flow deficiencies 
in 1984. And in this case, the net cash position is positive, $5,074, 
when nonfarm income is included. The well-established small family farm 
is capable of earning enough income to comfortably meet its cash obliga-
tions. This is true, with the exception just noted, even when we limit 
income to farm production only. 
The solid economic performance of the high equity farm merits 
emphasis. The above results indicate that a well-established owner-
operated small farm will be able to comfortably maintain itself on as 
little as 160 acres combined with a sizable swine operation. The 
strength of this farm lies in its equity base. The debt loan has been 
trimmed to the point where the cost/price squeeze of inflation may be 
withstood. In answer to the question, "Can the small family farm sur-
vive?", many well-established owner operators will be able to respond, 
"Yes". 
Alook at production and resource allocation trends will permit a 
clearer understanding of the features which enable high equity small 
farms to survive. Since all of the high equity farms follow very similar 
production and resource allocation patterns, we will discuss the common 
trends which flow through the various farm situations. A more complete 
income statement for the high equity farms is presented in Table 18. 
These figures enable an examination of the various sources of income. 
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A large percentage (85-90 percent) of total gross income is coming from 
farm production. Consequently, the operator is relatively independent 
from supplemental nonfarm income. Farm income is generally composed of 
one-third crop and two-thirds hog sales. 
We may summarize more specific resource allocation trends. A C-Sb 
crop rotation is used exclusively in all farm situations. This result 
agrees with current cropping practice in north central Iowa. In addition, 
the operator chose to hire custom harvest in all situations. This sug-
gests that the high cost of harvest equipment cannot be spread out 
effectively over a small farm acreage. (This analysis does ignore the 
issue of timing of harvest which may be an important dimension in this 
decision.) The high equity farms market 750 market-weight hogs annually 
throughout all situations. (This is the maximum allowed in the models.) 
Labor intensive pasture farrow-to-finish operations are used for the most 
part. Although some total confinement feeder-to-finish capacity is phased 
in throughout the planning horizon, the pasture operations remained in 
dominant usage. One reason for this is that the well-established opera-
tor has no off-farm job opportunities. This means that his labor carries 
a relatively low opportunity cost and may be applied economically in 
pasture hog-raising activities. 
The high equity operator undertakes virtually no borrowing. This is 
evidence of his strong income and net cash position. Another reason for 
the lack of borrowing is that the model does not allow for the purchase 
of additional land and swine facility expansion is limited. Sufficient 
cash flow is generated to preclude borrowing needs for production expense. 
57 
Finally, the wife chooses a full-time, off-farm job in all years. 
As pointed out in the last chapter, the model does implicitly favor off-
farm work for the wife. The wife's earnings generally constitute about 
10 percent of total gross income. 
Well-established high equity small farms face comfortable net incomes 
in the future. A strong equity base provides the best weapon in over-
coming the cost/price squeeze of inflation. Although this farmer is in 
the best position to borrow in order to cover net cash deficits, his 
equity base enables strong incomes which make this unnecessary. The high 
equity farm '"ill be able to survive on as little as 160 acres when com-
bined with a fairly large (750 hogs marketed annually) swine operation. 
Low equity small farms 
The projected incomes of low equity small farms paint a much darker 
picture for the beginning farmer. The net income figures in Table 19 
indicate that with sizable supplemental off-farm earnings the low equity 
farm can generate considerable net income from all sources; ranging from 
$15,457 on 240 acres and average farm prices to more than $43,000 from 
320 acres with high farm prices. Nonfarm income plays a major role in 
these figures--making up between 20 and 30 percent of total gross income. 
Net farm incomes indicate that without off-farm earnings, the beginning 
farm faces sizable net losses on 160, 240, or 320 acres when average 
farm prices prevail. Only with 240 to 320 acres and higher farm prices 
can the beginning small farmer expect a net farm income large enough to 
stay in business. 
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The level of farm prices makes a big difference in the outlook for 
low equity farms. Net income from all sources more than doubles when the 
price level increases by 20 percent for each particular farm size. Hare 
significantly, the farm price level makes the distinction between posi-
tive net farm income and net loss for each size of farm. For example, 
on the 320-acre farm net farm income is a deficit of $15,471 with average 
prices. Farm prices that are 20 percent higher permit a positive net farm 
income of $12,999. The beginning s1nall farm is on a knife edge of posi-
tive and negative net returns. Only when high farm prices prevail can 
the low equity small farm earn enough income to remain a self-sufficient 
farm firm. 
The problems of the beginning farm become even more apparent when 
we look at the net cash flow figures in Table 20. Only in two situa-
tions, 240 and 320 acres with high farm prices, can the low equity small 
farm meet its cash obligations. This is true only with nonfarm earnings 
included. With average farm prices, the beginning farm faces sizable 
net cash obligations ranging from $18,567 on 160 acres to $22,227 on 320 
acres. These deficits become truly staggering when we consider net farm 
cash flow. The magnitude of these figures (a deficit of more than $50,000 
in three separate farm situations) points to the severe cash flow prob-
lems which lie ahead for the limited equity small farmer. These net 
cash flow estimates underscore the struggle which faces beginning small 
farms if they hope to survive. 
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These projected income and cash flow estimates carry far-reaching 
implications. The results suggest that the small beginning farm simply 
will not be able to stay in business without some form of supplemental 
income. The results do indicate that sizable nonfarm earnings can sup-
plant farm income in order to provide sufficient net income to continue 
the farm's operations. In the absence of off-farm income, however, the 
small beginning farm faces insurmountable losses. 
What production and resource allocation decisions underlie the 
income results for the beginning farm? Table 21 contains an income state-
ment for all of the beginning farm situations. A large percentage of 
1984 total gross income is coming from nonfarm earnings, a range of 22 
to 30 percent. This nonfarm income is derived from full-time jobs for 
both the operator and his wife. As noted above, the small beginning 
farm relies heavily on this nonfarm income to provide a positive net income. 
Like the high equity farms, the beginning farms also choose to use 
the C-Sb crop rotation exclusively. Furthermore, custom harvest is 
hired in all years. These results again point to the inability of the 
small farmer to make efficient use of costly harvest equipment. 
The low equity farms exhibit marked patterns in hog production. 
First, as we move from 1980 to 1984 production switches from pasture 
farrow-to-finish to total confinement feeder-to-finish operations. The 
reason for this is that the operator is attempting to minimize on-farm 
·pork to substitute more time for off-farm labor earnings. In 
short, the high opportunity cost on the operator's labor induces a 
capital for labor substitution. Secondly, hog production declines in 
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1983-84 when cash flow becomes strained. As profit margins decline, the 
firm. can economize its cash flow needs by selling corn directly instead 
of feeding it out to hogs. The cutbacks in number of market weight hogs 
produced ran as high as 50 percent. 
When net cash flow becomes negative, the operator is forced to 
borrow substantial amounts of short-term capital to meet cash 
obligations. Clearly,the beginning farm cannot survive if it must go 
deeper and deeper in debt. One solution to this problem is that the 
inflating value of farm assets may provide enough additional debt 
capacity to cover these increased borrowings. This is an alternative 
which is currently being used by many farmers. This analysis does not 
account for this possibility. In any event, additional borrowings can 
aid small farms only if future earnings capacity is sufficient to repay 
the loans. 
Finally, the small beginning farm shows a strong preference to 
substitute off-farm work for on-farm work as we move through the planning 
horizon. In doing so, the operator replaces his own farm work by 
hiring large amounts of farm labor. Thus, by 1984 a large percentage 
(as much as 80 percent) of the actual farm work is performed by hired 
labor while the operator works off-farm. This raises the issue of 
whether or not this is still a "family" farm. Certainly it violates 
the family farm definition proposed at the outset since the family is 
not providing most of the farm labor. The wife again chooses a full-
time off-farm job in all years. 
64 
The major problem facing the small beginning farmer 
is the large debt which results from his low level of equity. 
The high annual debt load of the limited equity beginning farmer, when 
combined with the cost/price squeeze of inflation, deals a fatal blow 
to net income. Only by reducing this debt load or by receiving supple-
mental income can the small beginning farm hope to survive. 
In summary, the limited equity small farm faces a severe challenge 
in operating a self-sufficient farm. This farmer will either rely 
heavily on supplemental off-farm income, receive income assistance from 
the government, or simply drop out of business. Along with supplemental 
income, the beginning farm will need between 240 and 320 acres and a 
large swine operation to survive. 
Tenant small farms 
The tenant farm faces many of the same problems as the low equity 
owner-operated small farm. The tenant net incomes expressed in Table 
22 reveal that tenant farms must deal with even harsher prospects than 
the beginning farm. The net income from all source figures show, 
once again, that with sizable supplemental off-farm earnings the tenant 
farm may earn positive net income at all three sizes of farm. However, 
off-farm earnings form a large 30-44 percent share of total gross 
income. Without the aid of nonfarm income the tenant farm cannot 
generate positive net farm income under any set of circumstances. 
In fact, considerable net losses ranging from $3,884 to nearly 
$23,000 face the tenant farm which hopes to survive on farm production 
alone. 
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These negative net farm income figures carry important implications. 
They indicate that high farm prices and/or increased farm size alone 
cannot provide a viable tenant small farm. The tenant operator must 
rely on supplemental income sources to keep his operation going. This 
result suggests that tenant farms must be of necessity either partly 
dependent upon off-farm income or they must grow to a much larger size. 
The net cash flow measures in Table 23 reinforce those income 
problems. Only with 320 acres and high farm prices is the tenant farm 
able to meet its cash obligations--but then only with $31,000 of off-
farm earnings. In all other situations, the tenant farms face a cash 
flow deficit of similar magnitude as that of the low equity farms. 
The tenant farmer incurs larger net farm income losses than the low equity 
owner operator. Yet, the cash flow shortfalls are nearly equivalent 
because the tenant farm carries a lower debt load. Once again, the net 
cash flow figures underscore the difficulties which some small farms 
must deal with in the future. 
The underlying production patterns and resource allocation for 
the tenant farms showed distinct similarities to the low equity 
counterparts. Table 24 gives an income statement for all of the tenant 
farm situations. Like all of the other small farms, the tenant farm 
exhibits exclusive preference for the C-Sb crop rotation. The same 
hog production patterns that were displayed in the low equity farms 
may be seen here. Notably, the tenant farmer switches to capital 
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intensive feeder-to-finish operations to maximize off-farm labor 
opportunities. Hog production also declines as cash flow problems mount. 
Like the low equity farmer, the tenant operator borrows large sums 
of short-term capital when net cash flow becomes negative. Because the 
tenant operator controls fewer assets, these "stopgap" loans cannot be 
effectively backed by inflating asset values. Thus, the tenant farm is 
much more vulnerable to net cash deficit problems. The only real solu-
tion to his problem lies in supplemental income. 
Finally, the tenant farms exhibit the strongest pattern of off-farm 
labor substitution of all small farms. This is what we might expect. 
Since the tenant is receiving only a fraction of the farm receipts, he 
becomes more reliant upon off-farm income sources. Hired labor is used 
for a very large percentage of the actual farm labor; ranging up to 90 
percent. This again raises the issue of whether this still constitutes 
a "family" farm. The off-farm labor substitution is encouraged by the 
relative wage rates between the operator and hired labor. Hence, this 
high level of farm hired labor is a function of both dependence upon off-
farm income and labor arbitrage. As in the other cases, the wife chooses 
a full-time, off-farm job in all tenant farm situations. 
We may conclude that small tenant farms will struggle with tough 
problems in the future. These farms appear to be able to survive only 
with 320 acres, sizable swine operations (750 hogs marketed annually), 
and generous supplemental off-farm income. This result underscores the 
difficulties which limited equity small farms must overcome to remain 
viable farms in the future. 
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Income Implications 
In interpreting these results, it is important to bear in mind the 
assumptions underlying the model. Implicit in the model is a cost/price 
squeeze. As discussed earlier, this economic condition normally corre-
sponds to the downside of the business cycle. The forecasts of this 
study will be most accurate if U.S. agriculture experiences such a cost-
price squeeze over the next five years. If economic conditions prove 
more favorable, the outlook for small family farms obviously will be 
improved. 
The income results for small beginning and tenant farms carry 
important implications. In particular, the results bear heavily on the 
farm structure issues which are being addressed in the current national 
dialogue. Projected incomes indicate that a small farm which is started 
with limited equity capital will suffer staggering net losses in 1984. 
This farm will be able to survive only with the aid of an existing family 
operation, sizable government income assistance, or large supplemental 
off-farm earnings. At issue is whether or not the public wishes its 
policy to directly assist the plight of small farms, and the answer to 
this question may be found only in a public forum. 
Another important implication is what the results suggest concerning 
farm tenure patterns. The harsh income problems which face beginning 
farmers will place them at a sharp disadvantage in purchasing farm land. 
As established small farmers retire, their land is much more likely to 
be added to an existing large farm than transferred to a small beginning 
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operator. If the United States wishes to maintain a farm structure 
based on "small" family farms, then it must be prepared to formulate 
policies which will act in a positive manner to correct some of the small 
farm problems. 
Equity is the major problem facing small family farms. These 
results indicate that, given the cost and price assumptions, the most 
important variable which can ensure profitable returns on small family 
farms is a high level of ownership. 
The importance of equity in asssuming profitable returns on small 
farms may be seen in Figure 1. Estimated net farm income is graphed 
for levels of equity from 0 percent to 100 percent. Estimated net farm 
income falls from $30,000 to a net loss of $27,500 as equity declines 
from 100 to 0 percent. 
The cost/price squeeze which inflation creates will hit hardest 
when a low equity level forces a high annual debt service. The combina-
tion of rising costs and high debt load will produce very substantial 
net income losses. Hence, the key problem which small farm policy must 
address is helping the small farmer avoid the heavy burden of low equity 
ownership. The means for doing this are the subject of the next chapter. 
At this point, we might ask whether the net farm income results for 
limited equity farms are realistic. The figures reveal losses of such 
magnitude that we might call the validity of the model into question. To 
answer this claim, we might lead the discussion into two areas: (1) why 
the net farm incomes are so depressed in the models and (2) a verifica-
tion of these figures through additional farm situation solutions. 
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An explanation for the large net farm income losses may be found 
in examining the cash flow problems which face the low equity and 
tenant farm situations. If we look at the 25 percent equity farm of 
320 acres under the average price level, the farm faces several drains 
on the cash stream. Annual debt service for land and equipment totals 
$67,818 in 1984 while family consumption amounts to $23,594. These 
enter as fixed costs which must be paid; a total of $91,412 or $286 
per acre. To meet these fixed costs, the farmer may raise 
corn in a C-Sb rotation at an average cost of $235 per acre. The 
land yields 117 bushels of corn which may be sold at $2.92 per bushel. 
Thus, the farmer has a return above variable cost amounting to $106 
per acre. This simply cannot meet the $286 of fixed costs per acre. 
Part of the difference might be made up by feeding the corn to hogs. 
Nonetheless, the low equity farmer faces a severe cash flow problem. 
A similar argument could be made for the tenant farmer. His fixed 
costs are lower, but then so are his receipts. 
This example raises some questions regarding the model. A change 
in the inflation rate will directly affect the size of costs in 1984. 
Similarly, a different choice of price level would have direct impact 
on profit margins in 1984. The model, as presently constructed, con-
tains cost and price assumptions which have substantial effect upon 
the cash flow problem outlined above. In addition, the model uses a 
fixed rate of consumption. Quite likely, the small family farm will 
cut back on consumption during periods of economic stress. Relaxing 
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consumption requirements would improve the small farm outlook. In 
short, the cost, price, and consumption assumptions in the.models will 
have direct impact on the magnitude of net farm losses. 
The second question we might ask about the net farm income 
figures is whether we might provide a verification of these results. 
Net farm income attempts to capture the amount of income which remains 
in the absence of nonfarm earnings. The easiest way to arrive at net 
farm income is to subtract nonfarm income from net income from all 
sources. This has been the approach used. If one wishes to examine 
what small farm income would be without any off-farm employment 
opportunities, then the net farm income measure just described contains 
a potential flaw. 
Farm output mix may change when there are no off-farm job oppor-
tunities. The farmer will have a lower opportunity cost for his own 
labor and may readjust his production decisions accordingly. We have 
no ~ priori way of knowing what path these changes might take. How-
ever, we can assume that net income from all sources will be less now 
than when off-farm income was allowed. The reason for this is that if 
it was not profitable to work off-the-farm, the operators would not 
have worked off-farm to the extent they did. So while we might expect 
net farm incomes to improve in a new set of optimized solutions which 
contained no off-farm job opportunities, net incomes could not rise to 
the levels of net income from all sources. 
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To provide a check of net farm income on limited equity farms, some 
additional farm situations were examined. None of these situations al-
lowed any off-farm employment for either the operator or wife. All 
income vJas forced to come solely from farm production. A total of six 
small farms were simulated: 160, 240 and 320 acre beginning farms and 
160, 240 and 320 acre tenant farms, all with average farm prices. Table 
25 contains the income results for these six farms. 
An examination of this table reveals a column entitled, "Annual 
Subsidy." This requires a bit of explanation. Model solutions proved 
infeasible when first run. In other words, these farms were incapable 
of earning enough income to meet all cash demands from farm production 
alone. To allow optimization, a free annual cash subsidy had to be al-
lowed. The amount of this subsidy varied from farm to farm depending 
upon the financial condition of that farm. Thus, the true income poten-
tial of a farm is given by the net farm income less annual subsidy required. 
A final proviso is that this level is attainable only with the presence 
of the subsidy. 
The figures presented in the net farm income less annual subsidy 
required column verify the bleak future which faces limited equity small 
farms. These net farm income losses are less than those presented in 
earlier sections; generally net farm income is about $10,000 higher. 
This suggests that the small farmer can increase his net income by ad-
justing production when he enjoys no off-farm employment options. How-
ever, the incomes are not great enough to allow self-sufficiency. The 
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net cash flow deficits, while not as large as found earlier, still 
reflect significant cash shortfalls. Thus, these results strengthen the 
view that limited equity small family farms face very stiff challenges 
in the years ahead. 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study set out to examine the future economic prospects of 
small family farms in north central Iowa. Dynamic linear programming 
models have enabled us to look into the future and predict small farm 
levels of income over the next five years. 
Summary of Findings 
The most significant results of this study concern the levels of 
income which small family farms may expect five years from now. The 
net income results indicate that the high equity, well-established small 
farm will provide the highest family income of all farm situations. The 
high equity small farm will survive. A 75 percent equity owner-operated 
farm of 240 acres and an accompanying swine operation will be able to 
generate a positive net income from all sources as well as positive net 
farm income. To support a family from farm production alone on 160 acres, 
the high equity farmer must rely on higher farm prices. The high equity 
owner will be able to overcome the squeeze of inflation without supple-
mental off-farm income. The financial strength of the high equity farms 
is the key to its survival. Stated simply, the high equity small farm 
does not suffer the strain on cash flow of a high, fixed annual debt 
service. 
While high equity small farms seem able to survive as healthy 
economic units in 1984, the future of small low equity and tenant farms 
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is much less certain. Projected net income from all sources reveal that 
a low equity farm may provide adequate family income with 160 acres, a 
sizable swine operation, and roughly 30 percent of total income coming 
from off-farm employment. Similarly, the tenant farm requires 240 acres, 
large hog operations, and off-farm income representing about a third of 
total income in order to earn positive returns. Off-farm income plays 
a crucial role in the survival of the small low equity or tenant farm. 
Nonfarm income makes the difference between positive net income or net 
loss. This fact is borne out by the net farm income results. 
The most striking results which this study contains are projected 
net farm incomes. These figures imply that, in the absence of supple-
mental off-farm income, the small beginning farm will be able to survive 
only with 240 to 320 acres combined with high farm prices. The small 
tenant farm cannot earn a positive net farm income in 1984 regardless of 
size or farm price level. In all likelihood, a farm operation started 
with limited equity capital will face staggering losses five years from 
now. The squeeze of inflation on profit margins combined with a high 
debt load will not permit positive net farm income. These projected in-
comes may contribute helpful answers to some of the farm structure ques-
tions before us. A full discussion of the potential impacts on small 
farm policy follows in the next section. 
The findings of this study point to a mixed future for small family 
farms. The well-established, high equity small farms will continue as 
viable farming units. As these farmers retire, however, their operations 
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are likely to be added to existing large family farms. Few possibilities 
will exist for young farmers to purchase small farms with limited equity 
capital and earn positive returns. In short, the long-standing trend in 
America of large farms getting larger gives every indication of continuing. 
Public Policy 
This study has focused on the potential problems small family farms 
will face in providing adequate income in the future. Throughout this 
study we have discussed the trend to larger farms in American agriculture. 
A major cause of this transformation of farm structure has been govern-
ment farm policy. The evidence of this study makes it clear that if 
public farm policy continues to follow the same pattern, many small family 
farms will simply disappear. If the United States wishes to check this 
trend, public policy must act in a positive manner to alleviate the 
problems which face these farms. Maintenance of status quo in current 
farm policy will only continue the trend to larger farms. 
In making a decision on a small farm policy, the American public 
needs to be aware of what the effects of such a policy would be. Heady 
and Sonka [7] compared the consequences of a small farm-oriented agricul-
ture as opposed to fewer and larger farms in the United States. Their 
results indicate that an agriculture composed of more small farms would 
have the following effects: slightly higher average costs of farm pro-
duction, higher total cash receipts to farming, substantially lower average 
net farm income, higher retail food prices, increased economic activity 
in rural communities. and higher federal budget costs. The costs of a 
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small farm agriculture would lie in higher food prices and government 
subsidies to small farmers. The benefits would consist of economically 
stronger rural communities, less concentration of ownership in American 
food production, and the continuation of an American social tradition--
the small family farm. Society must weigh these trade-offs in choosing 
its farm policy. 
Public policy tools 
The policy options which are available in helping small family farms 
(and particularly the low equity small farms) have been formulated by 
many authors. The policies presented here are discussed in Heady [6] 
and a Congressional Budget Office study [22]. 
Commodity programs are one policy tool which might be used to aid 
small farm incomes. In the past, commodity programs have distributed 
benefits according to volume of sales. This meant that large farms were 
the chief beneficiaries of these commodity loan, target price, and direct 
payment programs. To reorient these programs to primarily benefit small 
farms, two options are available. First, a realistic ceiling could be 
placed on benefits accruing to any one farm operation. This has been 
tried in the past, but the ceiling has been so high ($50,000 scheduled 
in 1980) that it has had little of its desired effect. Alternatively, 
commodity program benefits could be geared directly to farm size. Under 
such a scheme, program benefits would be distributed in inverse relation-
ship to the size of farm operation. Small farmers could thus benefit 
relatively more than large farmers. 
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A number of tax and redistribution schemes could be formulated to 
aid small farms directly. To encourage more small farms, a progressive 
tax on land holdings could be implemented. This would have the effect of 
giving land a greater value for small than large farms and, thus, would 
discourage growth of farm size. This plan would doubtless face consider-
able political challenges from large landowners. Another tax which might 
be used to encourage small farms is the self-tax or check-off tax. With 
this policy, a sales tax could be levied on total farm sales. Thus, 
large farms would pay more tax than small farms. The proceeds of this 
tax could then be used as a direct income subsidy to small farms. For 
this policy to be successful, the amount of income redistributed would 
have to be independent of sales volume. 
United States farm policy could be used to subsidize resource costs 
for small farmers. Low interest long-term loans would enable the limited 
equity small farmer to reduce high fixed costs. One of the problems 
with subsidized farm credit in the past has been that the amount of credit 
extended has been linked with the farmer's equity position. This has 
contributed to the growth of larger farms. For small farms to benefit 
from loan subsidies, the issuance of loans needs to be independent of 
equity position. The results of this study indicate that the low equity 
farm could survive if it can obtain substantial amounts of capital at 
low rates of interest. 
In addition to low interest loans, the government could use a 
purchase/lease arrangement in providing low cost land to small beginning 
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farmers. Under this policy, the government would purchase farm land and 
rent it at favorable terms to small beginning farmers. These farmers 
could be given the opportunity to purchase the land with a low interest 
loan after establishing their operations. Such policies are now being 
experimented with in South Dakota and Saskatchewan. The policies are 
highly attractive in that they permit small beginning farmers to avoid 
the prohibitively high purchase cost of land. 
The state legislature of North Dakota enacted a similar program in 
1979. New laws provide for state income tax incentives to landowners who 
sell or lease land to be used for agricultural purposes by a "beginning 
farmer." A "beginning farmer" is defined as, among other things, a per-
son whose net worth is less than $50,000. This legislation, like the 
programs listed above, has the objective of making farm land more avail-
able to the beginning farm operator with limited equity capital. 
Government incentives could be used to promote the development of 
industry in rural areas. This would ensure nonfarm employment of small 
farmers without their having to give up farming. Such incentives could 
take the form of tax credits for locating plants in rural areas. This 
policy seems to have merit in light of the results of this study. One 
way in which the small family farm can survive is to rely on off-farm 
earnings to supplement farm income. Providing attractive off-farm 
employment opportunities might thus be seen to take the place of direct 
government income subsidies. 
Finally, the public may choose to devote more of its agricultural 
research effort to small farm problems. In the past, public research 
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has concentrated on new technology which has led to the growth of farm 
size in America. To deal properly with the problems of small family farms, 
we need to know more about them. If nothing else, society needs to be 
aware of the problems which face small family farms. This is currently 
a deficiency in our public research effort. Heady aptly summarizes the 
past tendencies in American agricultural research. 
Society probably does not recognize that its 
agricultural policies and programs provide strong impetus 
toward fewer and larger farms. It has no one to tell it 
so. The state agricultural colleges' extension programs 
are so heavily oriented to leading the larger farms that 
they have neither the time nor the inclination to take this 
information to society or its representatives in Congress 
[6, p. 619]. 
Society must choose whether or not it wants the trend toward larger 
farms in America to go unchecked. If the public wants larger farms, a 
status quo policy will likely meet this objective. On the other hand, 
if America desires the small family farm to form an integral basis for 
its agriculture, then positive policies such as those outlined above will 
have to be implemented. 
Public policy implications 
What small farm policies do the conclusions of this study suggest? 
If society chooses to bolster small farm incomes, policymakers have the 
arsenal of policy tools just discussed at their disposal. As has been 
stressed throughout, the fundamental problem which policy must address is 
aiding the small family farm avoid the heavy burden which lm-1 equity 
ownership places upon income. Policymakers may choose one of three 
general approaches in dealing with this problem. 
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First, they may choose to indirectly aid small farms through existing 
farm policy programs. Such a strategy would likely attempt to use com-
modity program ceilings or restructured set aside guidelines in order to 
improve small farm income along with a broader array of agricultural objec-
tives. The magnitude of the projected net losses indicate that the small 
farm problem is too severe to be effectively solved by this indirect ap-
proach. To successfully aid small farm income, a more direct and potent 
policy is called for. 
A second approach is to provide subsidies and incentives for small 
farms without direct income transfers. Such a program might utilize the 
low interest loan and incentives for rural industry approaches outlined 
above. For low interest loans to effectively aid small farms, the link 
between loan size and equity must be cut. Providing off-farm jobs for 
small farmers may be viewed as a substitute for direct income transfers. 
This approach does address the small farm problem more directly than the 
first one. However, these incentive policies might slow the trend to 
larger farms but will unlikely provide the amount of assistance necessary 
to keep small farms from going out of business entirely. 
Finally, the government may choose to directly attack small farm 
issues by developing a specific small farm pol icy. By using tax and re-
distribution schemes, small farm income could be improved directly. A 
purchase/lease land policy would enable the small beginning farm to 
avoid the high purchase price of farmland. The projected incomes suggest 
that if the beginning farm can avoid the double blow of inflation and a 
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high debt load it may survive. The purchase/lease arrangement may be 
the most effective manner of doing this. The magnitude of the projected 
net losses leaves little doubt that a direct small farm policy provides 
the strongest hope of helping small family farms remain a viable force in 
American agriculture. 
Conclusions 
Whether or not the small family farm can survive is an economic 
question. Whether such a farm will or should survive is a question only 
society can answer. The public must weigh the trade-offs and determine 
if it wants an agriculture built upon the foundation of small family farms. 
In making this decision, society must be aware of what the trade-offs 
really are. The real social costs of a small farm-oriented agriculture 
lie in higher food prices and government subsidies to small farms. The 
benefits consist of stronger rural communities, less concentration in 
food production and the continuation of an American social tradition--
the small family farm. 
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Table A3. Labor requirements for crop and hog activities 
Labor used 
Activity (hours) 
Crops activities 
Grow and harvest: 
Corn 4.70 
Soybeans 3.42 
Oats 4.43 
Hay 5.70 
Hog activities 
Per litter: 
Pasture farrow-to-finish 17.00 
Total confinement farrow-to-finish 11.00 
Partial confinement farrow-to-finish 13.00 
Total confinement farrow-to-feeder 11.00 
Per head: 
Total confinement feeder-to-finish .60 
Partial confinement feeder-to-finish .75 
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